Siemens Industry Training offers flexible learning options designed to build foundation knowledge, teach specific skills, and reinforce critical training. A broad offering of online classes lowers training costs while delivering core industrial skills in interactive, audience-based formats with real-world exercises and simulations. Students have the assurance that the training curriculum has been developed by the same professional instructors who lead our SITRAIN® classroom courses.

Online Instructor-led training courses give students a live, classroom experience with the convenience and cost savings of online training. These courses provide hands-on instruction and live interaction delivered in the comfort of an office or home. Online Instructor-led classes help build critical skills and knowledge and are ideal preparation prior to attending one of our classroom training courses. These classes will help maximize the training experience by leveraging experienced instructors and access to real software applications.

Online, On Demand Training - Building Fundamental Industry Skills and Expertise
- Any location, any depth of knowledge
- Professional instructors with proven materials
- Audience based courses focused to your needs
- World-class cloud-based training and simulation technologies
- Standard, tailored or customized course options
- Eliminate travel time and expense
- Minimize downtime and production loss
- Improve resource flexibility and motivation
- Lower maintenance expenditures
Scheduled courses are typically 10-hour agendas presented in 2-hour sessions, Monday-Friday. These training sessions provide students with lecture, demonstration, lab exercises, and Q&A presented by a professional Siemens instructor. Using a virtual cloud-based application, students will have 24/7 access to fully functional Siemens software such as STEP7 and PLCSIM to complete assignments and reinforce daily class subjects for the full course duration.

**Online Instructor-led course features include:**
- Scheduled lectures and demonstrations
- Live group and individual Q&A session
- 24/7 access to fully functional Siemens application software (e.g., SIMATIC STEP7)
- Working automation projects using Siemens PLCSIM simulation tools
- Lab exercises and solution reviews
- Full student and instructor desktop sharing
- Access to recorded lectures

**How Online Instructor-led Training Classes Work**

Class lecture and Q&A are delivered through a web-based meeting application. A virtual machine application provides access to the Siemens engineering software. Instructor-led classes are offered on scheduled dates and times (refer to our website for additional information). To join a class:

1. Review the available courses and register for needed classes.
2. Receive an acknowledgment notice with access link and password to the web meeting and virtual machine application.
3. Prior to the training, connect to the access site, log-in and use the provided test tools to ensure connections. (Technical support options are available if needed.)
4. Map the class days and times into your Microsoft Outlook schedule or equivalent.
5. Log into the access site 15 minutes prior to each scheduled session.
6. Type questions using the chat tool during class or email the instructor after class hours.
7. Receive an electronic (PDF) copy of the course materials.
8. Limited time access to recorded lectures will be available.

**Your Training Partner**

The right employee development and education can provide payoffs for employers in increased productivity, knowledge, loyalty, and contribution. Siemens SITRAIN® technical learning services offer you training direct from the manufacturer with dedicated teaching professionals, world-class training workstations and proven, audience based curriculum.

Using best practices and experience gained by working with leading manufacturers, we partner with you to design and implement a training plan that meets your learning goals, schedule and budget. Our training options are designed with flexibility in mind - we offer courses in the classroom, online and customer-tailored programs. To get the most from your training investment, we also offer video refreshers and simulator workstations to ensure competencies are maintained. Let Siemens Industry Training team help assess your training needs today and for the future.

**Additional training subjects available from Siemens include:**
- CNC
- Drives
- HMI
- Maintenance and Safety
- Motion Control
- Networking
- Process Analytics
- Process Automation & Control
- Process Instrumentation
- SIMATIC S7 with STEP 7 v5
- SIMATIC TIA Portal
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